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 21. Motion is Something Relative1                 Aiv360 

1970 February 1677 
 A remarkable fact: motion is something relative, and one cannot distinguish exactly 
which of the bodies is moving. Thus if motion is an affection, its subject will not be any 
one individual body, but the whole world.2 Hence all its effects must also necessarily be 
relative. The absolute motion we imagine to ourselves, however, is nothing but an 
affection of our soul while we consider ourselves or other things as immobile, since we 
are able to understand everything more easily when these things are considered as 
immobile. From the fact that motion is an affection not of one body but of the whole 
world, it is evident that the first cause of all things and of the whole world is unique, 
and that the motive intelligences in the various stars are nothing else.3 
 It should be noted, however, that when we consider motion not formally as it is in 
itself, but with respect to cause, it can be attributed to the body of that thing by whose 
contact change is brought about. If when someone asks why this fire is burning, I 
answer, because what lit it was burning, or if I answer in this way about anything, for 
instance, to why this dog is barking, because its father barked, I should have explained 
nothing. For even if I answer in this way to infinity, I shall not thereby have explained 
why dogs bark, or what the cause of their barking is. 

1971  A better example is provided by cohesiveness, which some people explain by 
tablets lying one on top of another.4 But they ought to explain in turn where the 
cohesiveness of these tablets comes from, or else admit that they have not completely 
explained anything, and that they understand the reason for firmness only by 
supposing some other firmness. So they have not explained firmness absolutely, and 
from this it would follow that firmness belongs to body through itself, which is absurd. 
 From the fact that motion is a relative entity, it follows that there is no such thing as 
a vacuum. For motion’s being relative rules out motion in a vacuum, since there is 
nothing by which it could be distinguished; but whatever cannot be distinguished, not 
even by someone omniscient, is nothing.5 

                                                
1LH XXXVII, 5: sheet 122, a slip of paper, 11/3 pages; edited for the Vorausedition by Ursula Franke as 
Ve145: 654 (Fascicule 3, 1984). The Akademie title is  Quod Motus sit Ens Respectivum, “That Motion is a 
Relative Entity”, from the fourth paragraph of the piece; I have instead used the (equivalent) opening 
phrasing.  This piece is closely related in content to the previous piece, “Space and Motion are Really 
Relations” (Aiv359: 1976 = Ve503: 2384). 
2 This picks up on the conclusion reached in “On Motion and Matter” above, that since the conservation 
of the quantity of motion can only be asserted “of the action, i.e. relative motion, by which one body is 
related to another or acts on another” (Aiii68: 493), it cannot be guaranteed by the minds of the individual 
bodies, but only by a universal mind, i.e. God. 
3 Contrast with “Secrets of the Sublime” above: “nor do intelligences seem absurd” (Aiii60: 477). 
4 Leibniz is probably alluding to Galileo's discussion of the cause of cohesion in his Two New Sciences. See 
Appendix 2b, as well as Leibniz's “Notes on Galileo's Two New Sciences” (Aiii112) and “On the 
Cohesiveness of Bodies” (Aiii4) above, the Introduction, Section 4, and the GLOSSARY notes on tabula and 
consistentia. 
5 This is a fascinating early example of Leibniz's application of his Principle of the Identity of 
Indiscernibles, or perhaps more accurately, what I have called his Principle of the Nonexistence of 
Imperceptibles: cf. Aiii58, n. 1, and Aiv316, n. 4. 


